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Stop Bloating & Heal Your Gut is a textbook/cookbook that will walk you through the various
causes of abdominal bloating and distention. It will provide you with vast knowledge on the
different causes, mechanisms, tests and procedures on how to stop bloating.First, a guide on
how to implement the three phases of a low FODMAP diet, the scientifically proven method to
control bloating, will be provided. Then, a unique clean low FODMAP diet approach that focuses
on unprocessed and high-fiber ingredients, which will help you to connect the dots between an
imbalanced gut microbiome and its impact on your health, will be introduced.Ultimately, Stop
Bloating & Heal Your Gut will present a step-by-step guide on how to:Implement the elimination
phase of the low FODMAP diet;Carry out the reintroduction phase of the diet;Learn about our
own clean low FODMAP diet that focuses on unprocessed, healthy and high-fiber ingredients,
mainly from the Mediterranean region;Identify your daily fiber intake;Familiarize yourself with
different types of fibers and their role in the gastrointestinal tract;Learn about specific daily fiber
recommendations for soluble and insoluble fibers, prebiotics and resistant starch;Set up a
longer, highly personalized and clean low FODMAP diet plan that will offer you the flexibility to
plan your meals that are rich in a large variety of foods while managing your
symptoms;Incorporate probiotics into your daily diet.Finally, tested and popular meal plans,
menu ideas and 101 unique healthy, gut-friendly and Mediterranean-influenced low FODMAP
recipes, will be proposed.

A Step-by-Step Guide to Stop Bloating and Heal your Gut is a great resource for those suffering
from painful bloating and IBS. The book features a great primer on the digestive process and an
in-depth review of gastrointestinal and laboratory tests to help the reader navigate this complex
topic. The low FODMAP diet is reviewed in detail from the elimination to the reintroduction
phase. I personally love the variety of healthy low FODMAP recipes (101 recipes included) such
as delicious smoothies, muffins, main dishes and more!—Kate Scarlata, MPH, RDNUS-based
Low FODMAP Diet and Gut Health ExpertCoauthor of The New York Times bestselling 21 Day
Tummy Diet, The Real Foodfor Real People and The Low-FODMAP Diet Step by Step: A
Personalized Plan toRelieve the Symptoms of IBS and Other Digestive Disorders, and Author of
TheComplete Idiot's Guide to Eating Well with IBSIf you suffer from abdominal bloating or IBS,
you've come to the rightIf you suffer from abdominal bloating or IBS, you've come to the right
place. This well-researched and thorough book will be your trusted guide. The authors,
experienced dietitians and scientists, provide accurate food lists, creative menu ideas, and
delicious recipes to help yourself by trying a low-FODMAP diet. Beyond FODMAPs, the book
covers important points about probiotics, dietary supplements, exercise, and more. I highly
recommend A Step-by-Step Guide to Stop Bloating and Heal Your Gut.—Patsy Catsos, MS,



RDN, LD author of The IBS Elimination Diet and Cookbook.I have thoroughly read through the
book and have tried a few of the recipes. The information was easy to follow and detail oriented.
Recipes were easy to follow and quite delicious! Gastrointestinal symptoms and challenges are
quite common complaints that require a medical professional diagnosis and registered dietitian
follow-up. This professional written and published material will definitely provide sound, accurate
knowledge and success in overcoming the challenges experienced by patients and clients—
Susan M Hazarvartian, MS, RDN, LDNAdjunct Professor, Simmons College, Boston, MAPrivate
Practice/Contract Registered Dietitian.--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.About the AuthorAliki Economides, MS, RDN is a Biologist and Registered Clinical
Dietitian Nutritionist (Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics, USA). Aliki holds a Bachelor of Science
degree in Biology. She completed the Didactic Program in Dietetics and a Master's of Science
degree in Nutrition and Health Promotion (with distinction) at Simmons College in Boston, USA.
She did her postgraduate clinical training/internship and worked at Harvard teaching hospitals in
Boston. Aliki has more than 20 years of clinical experience, and she is a certified FODMAP and
Digestive Nutrition expert. Her clinical and research interest is nutrition in thyroid and digestive
diseases, including gluten-related disorders and irritable bowel syndrome. She has lectured
extensively on TV media and presented at various meetings. She received awards and
commendations for her novel work in healthy food restaurant developing and programs in weight
loss and a healthy lifestyle. Aliki is passionate about developing healthy recipes involving whole,
real, unprocessed foods to nourish the body and the soul. --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.
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by-Step Guide to Stop Bloating and Heal your Gut is a great resource for those suffering with
painful bloating and IBS. The book features a great primer on the digestive process, as well as
an in-depth review of gastrointestinal and laboratory tests to help the reader navigate this
complex topic. The low FODMAP diet is reviewed in detail from the elimination to the
reintroduction phase. I personally love the variety of healthy low FODMAP recipes (101 recipes
included) such as delicious smoothies, muffins, main dishes and more!Kate Scarlata, MPH,
RDNUS-based Low FODMAP Diet and Gut Health ExpertCoauthor of The New York Times
bestselling 21 Day Tummy Diet, The Real Food for Real People and The Low-FODMAP Diet
Step by Step: A Personalized Plan to Relieve the Symptoms of IBS and Other Digestive
Disorders, and Author of The Complete Idiot’s Guide to Eating Well with IBSIf you suffer from
abdominal bloating or IBS, you’ve come to the right place. This well-researched and thorough
book will be your trusted guide. The authors, experienced dietitians and scientists, provide
accurate food lists, creative menu ideas, and delicious recipes to help yourself by trying a low-
FODMAP diet. Beyond FODMAPs, the book covers important points about probiotics, dietary
supplements, exercise, and more. I highly recommend A Step-by-Step Guide to Stop Bloating
and Heal Your Gut.Patsy Catsos, MS, RDN, LDAuthor of The IBS Elimination Diet and
CookbookI have thoroughly read through the book and have tried a few of the recipes. The
information was easy to follow and detail oriented. Recipes were easy to follow and quite
delicious! Gastrointestinal symptoms and challenges are quite common complaints that require
a medical professional diagnosis and registered dietitian follow-up. This professional written and
published material will definitely provide sound, accurate knowledge and success in overcoming
the challenges experienced by patients and clients.Susan M. Hazarvartian, MS, RDN,
LDNAdjunct Professor, Simmons University, Boston, USAPrivate Practice and Contract
Registered DietitianIntroductionAll people suffering from tummy troubles have their own story to
tell. While not unique, these stories are highly personal and serve as daily reminders of the
impact that gastrointestinal disease has on their lives.As the founders of the Digestive Nutrition
Clinic and the authors of this book you hold in your hands, we too have experienced the



difficulties presented by irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) and other gastrointestinal
ailments.Therefore, before we even get started on this journey, here are our stories, which we
look forward to sharing with you and which present a bright light at the end of the tunnel.“My
struggle with bloating started years back when I was living in Boston. I was in graduate school,
wrapping up my master’s degree. I had just had a baby and was applying for a very competitive
dietetic internship when I was diagnosed with functional bloating. The bloating and the pain were
having negative effects on my life, and despite trying various dietary approaches, I only received
the answer many years later with the low FODMAP diet, which once and for all transformed my
life. Since then, I have been on a mission to spread this good news and add my own professional
expertise as a nutrition expert, patient and recipe developer in helping patients manage their
digestive symptoms and use food as medicine to heal their gut and optimize their health.”- Aliki
Economides, MS, RDN“I was diagnosed with IBS at the age of twenty-seven. I visited a
gastroenterologist at George Washington University Hospital in the USA after a rough few
months of bloating, intestinal pain, diarrhea and weight loss. During a high-stress period in my
life writing my PhD thesis, it seemed that all of my symptoms, which I used to have from
childhood, had worsened and were inhibiting me from having a normal life.“I was convinced
garlic was the root of my problem, but my theory was not well received. After running a number
of tests and eliminating more serious conditions, IBS was identified as the culprit of my suffering.
I was instructed to remove the usual suspects from my diet: dairy products, broccoli, nuts and
everything I had noticed bothering me. I practically went through the next ten years eliminating
and adding foods, going through bouts of diarrhea, and being bloated and in pain—without
exaggerating—three to four times a week.”“I reached a point in my life at which I couldn’t handle
the discomforts any longer and decided it was time to make a drastic change. I took the plunge
and started the low FODMAP diet, and as soon as a month later, the improvements were
dramatic. I must admit that this decision has changed my life for the best.”- Irini Hadjisavva,
PhDEvery day, we hear similar stories from people in the clinic and witness how gastrointestinal
problems such as bloating, abdominal pain, diarrhea and constipation hinder people’s lives.We
fully understand that this struggle is real and that sufferers like us deserve support. Likewise, we
acknowledge that this pain from which we all suffer is not a figment of our imaginations; it is
palpable and can be a true detriment to our day-to-day lives.However, from our own personal
experiences with the low FODMAP diet, it is clear that you do not have to live forever with this
pain. Although this approach may not be everyone’s cup of tea, between 50% and 80% of
patients who have tried it have responded positively to the low FODMAP diet. So read on, delve
deeper into the topic, and consider giving the diet a try.Our MissionA a team of digestive health
professionals, we are on a mission to spread the word on the low FODMAP diet and its positive
effects on digestive health for sufferers of bloating and IBS like us. After many years, we can
confidently say that we have a solution to control our bloating, manage our digestive symptoms,
heal our gut, and optimize our digestive health.The discovery and further examination of the low
FODMAP diet has been one of the most gratifying experiences in our professional lives, as this



science-backed dietary plan has helped both us and most of the Digestive Nutrition Clinic’s
patients to use foods as a straightforward way of combating gastrointestinal symptoms.How to
Use This BookSection 1Chapters 1, 2 and 3 will walk you through the various causes of
abdominal bloating and distention. All the information is evidence-based and backed by science.
Use this book to facilitate your communication with your doctor and dietician, as it will equip you
with ample knowledge on various possible causes, mechanisms, tests and procedures.Section
2In this section, we will help you connect the dots between an imbalanced gut microbiome and
its impact on your health and understand the link between a low-fiber, processed diet and an
increased risk of certain diseases. We will demonstrate that a diet high in fiber is one of the most
important tools you have to control your garden of gut microorganisms and improve your overall
health. We will help you assess your current fiber intake, walk you through different types of
fibers, and offer a number of specific fiber recommendations. Via the careful design of a low
FODMAP diet, our ultimate aim is to guide you so that you maximize your fiber consumption
while minimizing abdominal symptoms.More specifically, this section of the book will help you
with the following tasks:• Implement the elimination phase of the low FODMAP diet, a
scientifically proven way to control bloating and manage digestive symptoms• Carry out the
reintroduction phase of the diet• Learn about our own clean low FODMAP diet that focuses on
unprocessed, healthy and high-fiber ingredients, mainly from the Mediterranean region•
Identify your daily fiber intake• Familiarize yourself with different types of fibers and their role in
the gastrointestinal tract• Learn about specific daily fiber recommendations for soluble and
insoluble fibers, prebiotics and resistant starch• Maximize fiber intake while maintaining control
of symptoms• Set up a longer, highly personalized and clean low FODMAP diet plan that will
offer you the flexibility to plan your own meals that are rich in a large variety of foods while
managing your symptoms• Incorporate probiotics into your daily dietSection 3In this final
section, you will find a tested and popular meal plan, menu ideas, and 101 of our healthy, gut-
friendly, Mediterranean-influenced low FODMAP recipes.With the aim of maintaining a healthy
gut microbiome, our own clean low FODMAP approach relies on unprocessed, healthy and high-
fiber Mediterranean ingredients prepared in a pure manner. As mentioned above, a high-fiber
diet has tremendous benefits for the maintenance of healthy gut microorganisms. Additionally,
the low FODMAP diet has been shown to reduce bloating and other related gastrointestinal
symptoms.Although the clean low FODMAP diet is not a gluten-free diet, all of our recipes are
gluten-free, as many of the gluten-containing grains are also high in FODMAPs and have
therefore been removed from the diet during the elimination phase. Furthermore, because our
clean low FODMAP plan is based on whole grains, we have not used any refined grains in our
recipes.Cheers to a happy belly!The information provided in this book is not intended as a
substitute for the advice and care of your healthcare provider. You should always consult your
physician or health care provider if you notice any red flags or if you will be making changes to
your diet, medication or current treatment. It is recommended that the low FODMAP diet is
followed under the guidance and supervision of a registered dietitian. Nutritional needs and



tolerances vary for each individual.ContentsPraise forIntroductionSection 1Chapter 1Ruling out
a primary cause or an underlying disease• The basics of digestion• Abdominal bloating and
distention• Visit your physician to establish a diagnosis• Colorectal Cancer1. Do not ignore
the alarm symptoms2. Diagnosis3. Screening and Early Detection: Why Is Early Detection
Important?• Celiac Disease1. Some of the symptoms of celiac disease are as follows:2.
How common is celiac disease?3. Is celiac disease serious?4. How is celiac disease
diagnosed?5. Blood tests6. What is the treatment for celiac disease?7. Asymptomatic or
Silent Celiac Disease• Inflammatory Bowel Disease1. Symptoms of IBD (shared between
Crohn’s disease and ulcerative colitis)• Gastro-esophageal reflux• Bile Acid Malabsorption or
Bile Acid Diarrhea• Endometriosis• Gut infections• Tests to rule out diseases and
infections1. What is tested in the stool?2. Tests to rule out diseases• Food Allergy vs Food
intolerance• Diagnostic tests for food intolerancesOther possible causes of symptoms to
consider• Nonceliac gluten sensitivity or Nonceliac wheat sensitivity• Sucrase-Isomaltase
Deficiency• Candida• A Leaky Gut• Do mast cells play a role in gastrointestinal problems?
Chapter 2Functional Gastrointestinal Disorders and bloating• Functional Gastrointestinal
Disorders• Irritable Bowel Syndrome1. Why is it called Irritable Bowel Syndrome (IBS) and
how common is it?2. How is IBS diagnosed?Chapter 3The Beautiful and Complex World of
The Gut Microbiome• There are trillions of bacteria living in our gut. What is the consequence
when these bacteria are disturbed?• How Does Our Unique Microbiome “Fingerprint” Develop?
• These Little Guys Work Unbelievably Hard in Our Gut• Microbiota Disturbances are
Implicated in a Number of Diseases• What Affects Our Microbiome and What Can We Do to
Help?• Microbiota imbalances and celiac disease: the story of the Finnish-Russian border,
Karelia• Small Intestinal Bacterial Overgrowth (SIBO)1. How exactly does SIBO develop?2.
How is SIBO diagnosed?3. How is SIBO treated?Section 2Chapter 4The low Fodmap diet•
What are FODMAPs?1. What do these names mean?2. What are some examples of foods
containing FODMAPs?• What happens to FODMAPs when they are ingested?• What
happens to FODMAPs when they are not absorbed?• How Effective is the Low FODMAP Diet?
Chapter 5Fibers and bloating• First, what is dietary fiber?• There are different types of fibers.
What are they?• Soluble Fibers• Insoluble Fibers• Fancy Some MACs? Microbiota
accessible carbohydrates• How much fiber do we need to consume each day and how does
that translate to good health?• Nonfiber food components that have prebiotic
propertiesChapter 6ProbioticsComplementing the low FODMAP diet with probiotics What are
They and are They Useful?• ProbioticsChecklist of what to look out for when choosing a
probiotic• Probiotics may have a beneficial effect on various GI symptoms and conditions.•
Are probiotics safe to use?Chapter 7The Health Benefits of Fermented Foods• Fermented
Foods: Should You Believe the Hype?• Are fermented foods the same as probiotics?• Are
there any worries about consuming fermented foods? Weighing benefits versus risks•
Important Probiotic Species in Yummy Fermented FoodsChapter 8Other Natural Ways to Help
Alleviate Symptoms• Digestive Enzyme Supplements• Exercise• Teas (Ginger and



Turmeric)• Peppermint oil• Address the mind-body connectionChapter 9Action plan•
Putting the low FODMAP diet into practice1. Children and the low FODMAP diet2. Vegans/
Vegetarians3. Prepare for your appointment with the registered dietitian/nutritionist.4.
Consider these first steps to help tame your digestive distress• The low FODMAP diet1. Step
1: The elimination phase2. Step 2: The reintroduction phase3. Step 3: The personalization
and maintenance phase• The low FODMAP diet is Not a forever diet• The low FODMAP diet
is Not a no FODMAP diet• High FODMAP Foods• Low FODMAP Foods• Lactose is a
FODMAP. Are You Lactose Intolerant?1. There are three types of lactose intolerance2. Do
not confuse a milk allergy with milk intolerance!3. Ways to Manage Lactose Intolerance4.
Lactose Content of Food• Watch Your Calcium If You Are following a Dairy-Free low FODMAP
diet1. Low FODMAP food choices and calcium bioavailability• The FODMAP Reintroduction
Phase1. Determining your Trigger Foods2. The FODMAP rechallenge rules3. There are
two ways to test FODMAPS in the reintroduction phase:4. There are up to 10 main
rechallenges to be completed.5. Example of a rechallenge program• High FODMAP foods
with more than one type of FODMAP• Fiber in the low FODMAP diet1. I really want to eat
more fiber while on a low FODMAP diet. How do I do it?• Assess your current fiber intake1.
Step 1: Assess your current fiber intake from your food diary.2. Step 2: Tips for increasing your
fiber consumption• Be careful with the type of fiber!• Specific recommendations for fiber in
IBS• Low FODMAP foods high in soluble fibers• Prebiotic Foods in the low FODMAP diet•
What are some good food sources of resistant starch that are also low in FODMAPs?• How to
Get your Fiber While on the low FODMAP dietChapter 10Our Clean low FODMAP diet• Our
Take on the low FODMAP diet. The Mediterranean Twist!• Our Clean low FODMAP diet•
Choosing the Healthiest Eggs• Choosing Sustainable Seafood• Watch Out for Emulsifiers
and Other Additives in Food• What is the Bt Toxin? Is it Safe in Genetically Modified Foods?•
Sprouting and Activating FoodsSection 3Chapter 11Tips for following a low FODMAP diet• Is
the low FODMAP diet a Gluten-Free diet?• Want to Make your Cooking low FODMAP? Here
are 10 Easy Ways to Do That• Tips for Enjoying a Meal at a Restaurant While on a low
FODMAP diet• Do you not have enough time for low FODMAP cooking?Chapter 12Meal plan
& recipes• Our Proposed 7 Days low FODMAP menu plan• Additional Menu Ideas• Our
101 Clean low FODMAP Recipes1. Special Notes2. Our Phase 1 diet3.
RecipesReferencesAcknowledgementsSection 1Chapter 1:Ruling out a primary cause or an
underlying organic diseaseThe basics of digestionTo be able to dive into all the digestive woes
that trouble us, we first need to understand and appreciate how our digestive system works.Our
digestive (gastrointestinal) tract is a continuous tube that begins in the mouth and ends in the
anus. Food enters the mouth and travels along a path through the esophagus, stomach, small
intestine and large intestine. Digestion begins in the mouth, initially via chewing, whereby the
teeth cut the food into small pieces that are then mixed with saliva containing digestive
enzymes, thus beginning the digestion process. It is therefore important to chew food slowly to
allow the food to be properly broken down into small pieces and to allow time for the digestive



enzymes to begin their work in the mouth.When we swallow the food, rhythmical contractions
(called peristalsis) of the gut wall help the food move down the esophagus and into the stomach.
The food mixes with gastric juices, and the churning of the stomach turns the food into a liquid
mush called chyme. Then, other digestive enzymes continue the breakdown of food into simpler
molecules. Finally, digestion finishes in the upper part of the small intestine. Bile that is produced
by the liver and kept in the gallbladder is also secreted into the small intestine to facilitate
digestion. The same process applies to digestive enzymes released by the pancreas, which find
their way to the small intestine to complete the process of digestion.Then, the nutrients are
absorbed from the gut into the bloodstream to travel to all the parts of our body to provide us
with energy and take part in other reactions and bodily processes. Any undigested food particles
then move to the colon. Water is absorbed into the bloodstream.Many of the nutrients that we do
not digest are broken down by the millions of bacteria (microbiota) that live in our colons. They
ferment on these nutrients and provide our body with plenty of vitamins and other nutrients that
are important for our body. Whatever remains undigested is ultimately removed from our bodies
as feces when we go to the bathroom.Abdominal bloating and distention are not a pretty picture!
Patients often cannot describe exactly what abdominal bloating is, but it usually refers to a
person’s sensation of abdominal fullness or, as often described, an inflated balloon in the
abdomen. Some patients experience distension, and others simply feel uncomfortably full
without distension. The severity varies from mild to severe, and both symptoms cause
discomfort and sometimes pain, both of which can affect the quality of life of the
patients.Bloating refers to a person’s sensation of abdominal fullness.Distention refers to
measurable increase in abdominal girth.The term “disease” describes a state in which the
pathology is visible, i.e., something can be seen on an X-ray or endoscopy or is quantifiably
measurable in a blood test or other diagnostic test.“Illness” is simply when the patient does not
feel well.When the illness is due to a disease that is visible, i.e., a certain pathology or change in
the physiology (biochemistry) of the body, then this is called structural/primary cause or
underlying organic disease. When the patient suffers and has symptoms but no apparent signs
of disease, then this is called functional.Visit your physician to establish a
diagnosisUnfortunately, a number of serious conditions can cause abdominal bloating, and
these conditions should never be neglected or ignored. You should always consult a physician
for further evaluation and to establish a diagnosis when any of the following red flag symptoms
are present:• Onset of symptoms under the age of 50• A family history of colorectal
cancer• Celiac disease• Inflammatory bowel disease• Rectal bleeding/blood in the stool•
Dark stool• Anemia• Waking up at night for a bowel movement• Fever• Daily diarrhea•
Recurrent vomiting• Symptoms that keep getting worse• Sudden unintentional weight
lossSome conditions that may be the culprit for such symptoms are as follows:• Cancer (colon,
ovarian or uterine), kidney failure, congestive heart failure or liver disease, which produces fluid
that drains and collects in the abdomen• Crohn’s and ulcerative colitis (inflammatory bowel
disease)• Endometriosis• Endocrine disorders• Damage of the gastrointestinal (GI) tract,



which would allow gas, bacteria and other substances to enter the abdominal area, causing
irritation or infections• Pancreatic insufficiency, which could inhibit the release of important
pancreatic digestive enzymes into the gut, thus resulting in inadequate food digestion and the
accumulation of food products and gas production in the gutColorectal CancerColorectal cancer
is cancer that initiates in the colon or rectum. This type of cancer can also be individually termed
colon cancer and rectal cancer to make a distinction between its starting location. However, the
two share many characteristics in common and tend to be grouped together.Most frequently,
colorectal cancer begins as a growth on the inner lining of the large intestine’s wall. This growth
is called a polyp. Many of these polyps that develop in the large intestine are benign and never
change to become cancerous. However, some types of polyps can develop into cancer over
time. It is estimated that this requires approximately 10 years.There are two types of polyps:
adenomatous and hyperplastic or inflammatory polyps. Adenomatous polyps, also called
adenomas, indicate a precancerous state, and these polyps can sometimes become cancer.
Generally, hyperplastic or inflammatory polyps do not become cancer.Do not ignore the alarm
symptomsEarly colorectal cancer often has no symptoms, which is why preventative screening
is so important. As a tumor grows, it may bleed or obstruct the intestine, leading to the following
serious symptoms:Do not ignore the alarm symptoms• A persistent change in bowel habits,
such as diarrhea, constipation, or narrowing of the stool• A feeling that you need to have a
bowel movement, which is not relieved by doing so• Bleeding from the rectum• Dark-colored
stools or blood in the stool• Cramping or abdominal pain• Weakness, fatigue or anemia (low
iron levels)• Unintentional weight lossColorectal cancer symptoms can be mimicked by
conditions that are not related to cancer, including irritable bowel syndrome (IBS), irritable bowel
disease (IBD), hemorrhoids and infection. However, it is of the utmost importance to seek
medical advice if these symptoms are present to determine the cause of the symptoms and to
rule out serious disease.DiagnosisIf any of the above symptoms are present or any suspicious
findings are found upon a general screening, the doctor will want to follow-up with some tests
and exams.The first step will involve the doctor taking a family and medical history to determine
any risk factors. This step will be followed with a physical exam to examine the abdomen and the
rest of the body. The doctor will also order blood and stool testing, the purpose of which is to
observe whether any cancer markers or other specific chemicals in the blood or stool are
abnormally high. Finally, a colonoscopy, biopsy, digital rectal exam, CT scan, ultrasound or MRI
of the colon or rectum might be used in cases in which the doctor considers it appropriate to
assess whether cancer or another problem exists.Screening and Early Detection: Why Is Early
Detection Important?Screening is the search for cancer or the presence of polyps before the
patient has symptoms. The idea is that if cancer is found in its initial stages before it has
metastasized, it will be easier to treat, and survival rates will be much higher. The current
guidelines for people with an average risk for colorectal cancer are to start screening at the age
of 45 and to continue with regular screening until the age of 75. Screening could involve either a
stool-based test or a colonoscopy. However, studies show that colonoscopy is currently the most



sensitive screening method.Talk to your medical provider about any family history or risk factors
that they should know. Accordingly, the doctor may recommend starting the screening even
earlier.Celiac DiseaseCeliac disease is a genetic disease in which the consumption of gluten, a
protein primarily found in wheat, rye and barley, initiates an autoimmune response in the patient.
The body’s immune system attacks and destroys cells in the small intestine, and as a result, the
body cannot properly absorb food. More specifically, the inflammation damages the villi, small
fingerlike projections that line the small intestine and increase the surface area through which
the absorption of nutrients would take place. In celiac disease, the damage makes the villi small
and ultimately even flat, thus negatively affecting the absorption of food. As a result, the patient
cannot receive sufficient nutrients to grow well and be healthy.Some of the symptoms of celiac
disease are as follows:• Bloating• Abdominal pain• Gas• Chronic diarrhea•
Constipation• Pale, foul-smelling stool• Vomiting• Loss of weight• Fatigue• Insufficient
growth• Itchy blistering skin rash (dermatitis herpetiformis)• Mood changesHow common is
celiac disease?Celiac disease affects 1 in 100 people in the general population. It is a genetic
disease that involves the human leukocyte antigen (HLA) gene system, so it can run in families.
Therefore, the presence of the disease in a sibling, parent or child increases your risk to 1 in 10,
but it most certainly does not guarantee that you will 100% develop the condition. A combination
of environmental factors and gene variations is generally required for the development of celiac
disease.Celiac disease affects women and men equally and is present both in children and the
adult population, as it can begin at any age. Unfortunately, it is estimated that approximately
83% of celiac disease cases are not diagnosed, either because the patient has no symptoms or
because the symptoms resemble many other conditions, so celiac disease is not suspected. It is
observed that digestive symptoms are more prominent in children than in adults.Is celiac
disease serious?Celiac disease is serious, and the patient needs to make sure they eliminate
100% of the gluten from their diet to stay healthy. It is a genetic condition, and the autoimmune
reaction that occurs upon the ingestion of gluten remains in the person forever. Even tiny
quantities of gluten, such as in breadcrumbs or from cutting your bread on a board where gluten-
containing bread was cut, can have devastating effects on the patient. If celiac disease remains
undetected and intestinal damage continues, it can lead to serious conditions, such as the
following:• Anemia (due to iron deficiency)• Vitamin and mineral deficiencies•
Osteoporosis• Infertility and miscarriage• Lactose intolerance• Depression or anxiety•
Thyroid disease• Other autoimmune disorders, such as type 1 diabetes and autoimmune
hepatitis• Pancreatic malfunction• Stunted growth• Some cancers of the gastrointestinal
tract• Migraines• Seizures• DementiaHow is celiac disease diagnosed?For celiac disease
to be detected, a person must be including gluten in their diet to prevent false negative results.
The doctor will diagnose the condition by examining family history, conducting a series of blood
tests and performing a biopsy.It is generally recommended that the following individuals be
screened:• Children older than 3 years old and adults who are experiencing any of the
aforementioned symptoms of celiac disease• Anybody who has a parent, sibling or child who



has celiac disease• Anybody who has one of the following conditions: a linked autoimmune
disorder, such as diabetes 1 mellitus, autoimmune thyroid disease, or autoimmune liver disease;
Down syndrome; Turner syndrome; Williams syndrome; and selective immunoglobulin A (IgA)
deficiencyThere are specific blood tests that help doctors diagnose celiac disease. These tests
detect elevated levels of antibodies that the body makes specifically in response to gluten.
However, these tests are only accurate and valid if the person is on a gluten-containing
diet.Blood tests(a) IgA class Tissue transglutaminase antibody (IgA-tTG)This is the first and
most commonly ordered test for celiac disease.In celiac disease, the immune system mistakenly
considers gluten a foreign invader and attacks it. Specifically, it makes antibodies that attack an
enzyme in the intestines called tissue transglutaminase (tTG). This blood test measures the
levels of these anti-tTG antibodies (IgA-tTG) in the blood.This test is 98% sensitive (i.e., the test
is positive in 98% of people with celiac disease) and 95% specific (i.e., the test is negative in
95% of healthy people without the disease).It should be noted that the results of the tTG-IgA test
may be dependent on the degree of intestinal damage, so it may be less sensitive for people
who have milder cases of celiac disease.(b) Quantitative immunoglobulin A (IgA) testThis test
is carried out to rule out a deficiency of IgA, which appears in 2-3% of patients with celiac
disease. Such a deficiency can lead to false-negative results with regard to IgA class antibody
measurements, so it is important to be certain that such a deficiency does not exist. In the case
of an IgA deficiency, the IgG class of tTG antibodies can be measured.(c) Deamidated gliadin
peptide antibody test (DGP IgA and IgG)This test measures the amount of anti-deamidated
gliadin peptide antibody in the blood. This test should be part of the testing of young children
who are suspected to have celiac disease, as well as of adults screened for celiac disease who
tested negative for tTg or EMA antibodies or who are IgA deficient.(d) IgA Endomysial
antibody (EMA)This test measures the levels of anti-endomysial IgA antibodies and is usually
performed on difficult-to-diagnose patients. It cannot, however, be used in the case of IgA
deficiency.It is 90-95% sensitive (i.e., the test is positive in 90-95% of people with celiac
disease) and 99% specific (i.e., the test is negative in healthy people without the disease).A
false-positive test is not very likely but possible; that is, people who do not have celiac disease
may show a positive test result. This is especially true for patients with other associated
autoimmune disorders.False-negative results are rare but also possible. If your serology test
results are negative but symptoms continue, we recommended that you talk to your doctor. The
most accurate way to confirm a diagnosis is via a small intestinal biopsy.1. Biopsy of the small
intestine (distal duodenum)This test remains the gold standard and is the most accurate way to
confirm the presence of celiac disease. It can also help diagnose patients who are negative for
elevated antibodies in the blood. This procedure is performed via endoscopy, and it recognizes
damage in the small intestine. However, it is expensive, time consuming and unpleasant for
patients.2. Gene testing to diagnose celiac diseaseThe genetic test identifies whether the
person tested carries the HLA-DQ2 and/or HLA-DQ8 genes. This test does not confirm that the
person has celiac disease but instead shows if the individual carries the HLA-DQ2 and/or HLA-



DQ8 genes. In fact, these alleles are present in 25-35% of the general population. The DQ
alleles are genes that predispose individuals to celiac disease; when they are present, they
increase the risk of developing celiac disease from 1% to 3%. The HLA gene test does not
provide a clear diagnostic result and is in fact only useful if negative. A negative gene test
excludes the likelihood of developing celiac disease by 99%. Celiac disease very rarely occurs
in patients negative for the DQ-predisposing markers.One might consider the test if he or she
follows a gluten-free diet or if other test results are inconclusive (especially in children under the
age of 3). Additionally, it is recommended that people (and especially children) with a first-
degree family member (parent, sibling or child) diagnosed with celiac disease also have gene
testing. This will prevent any unnecessary screening for celiac disease in the future. Since a
negative gene test excludes the likelihood of developing celiac disease by 99%, this information
can be quite useful for first-degree relatives of patients with celiac disease.In the case that one
of your first-degree family members tests positive for celiac disease, it is recommended that you
carry out the gene testing, as there is a 40% chance of developing celiac disease. Finally, gene-
positive first-degree relatives should be screened every 3-5 years or immediately if symptoms of
celiac disease appear.Don’t forget the gluten!Once people who have celiac disease go gluten-
free, their blood antibodies to gluten disappear and their intestinal damage heals, meaning the
tests will probably not show anything conclusive or worrisome. Therefore, serology and biopsy
testing are only accurate if the person tested is on a diet that includes gluten, as these tests are
based on the body’s reaction to gluten.The gluten challenge!If you follow a gluten-free diet but
want to get tested serologically or via biopsy for celiac disease, your dietitian or doctor may
propose that you go on a gluten challenge. This will trigger your body to produce antibodies
against gluten if you have celiac disease.The duration of this challenge is usually 6-8 weeks and
should always be done under the supervision and guidance of your physician. The
recommended amount of gluten is 3-10 grams per day (1 slice of bread contains approximately
2 grams).Beware that you should not undergo a gluten challenge if you are
pregnant.Approximately one in twenty people diagnosed with IBS also have celiac disease. The
American College of Gastroenterology Task Force recommends that those with IBS-D or IBS-M
be screened for celiac disease.What is the treatment for celiac disease?There is no treatment or
cure for celiac disease. To eliminate symptoms of the disease, the patient needs to follow a strict
100% gluten-free diet. A dietitian can help you develop a suitable diet that you can abide by.
Currently, there are many alternatives to gluten-containing grains, as well as several gluten-free
products available in the market. The avoidance of gluten should allow your intestines to heal
over time.Furthermore, the patient needs to be monitored by a physician for any nutritional
deficiencies and the development of any accompanying autoimmune or other
disorders.Asymptomatic or Silent Celiac DiseaseThere are many patients with celiac disease
who remain undiagnosed because they do not present with any of the typical symptoms of
celiac disease or because they present with no symptoms at all. Such cases are referred to as
asymptomatic or silent celiac disease. Patients could present with signs of iron-deficiency



anemia but have no GI symptoms that would signal celiac disease. However, even if symptoms
are initially silent, upon the consumption of gluten, there is consequent destruction of the
intestinal villi, and over time, it would lead to manifestation of celiac disease.Because there may
be an absence of the typical previously described digestive symptoms associated with celiac
disease, patients with silent celiac disease can often go unnoticed. It is currently known that
celiac disease can cause both weight gain and weight loss, and healthcare professionals will
frequently not suspect overweight patients to have celiac disease, so those patients will be
underdiagnosed. Furthermore, even though both tTG and EMA tests are very specific and
sensitive, they both detect immunoglobulin A (IgA) antibodies, which can be a problem for a
small proportion of the population with celiac disease (2-5%) who have an IgA deficiency. Such
patients who are tested for celiac disease show false-negative results. Indeed, there have been
cases in which people with a negative IgA test and negative biopsies later tested positive for
celiac disease. Subtle cues that might indicate silent celiac disease are symptoms of IBS in a
patient who is also anemic and shows signs of infertility. Additionally, asymptomatic celiac
disease might appear in a patient who has thyroid disease or who has other members of their
family with celiac disease.Studies have shown that people with asymptomatic celiac disease
tend to normalize or ignore subtle symptoms and only notice the symptoms once they follow a
gluten-free diet and their symptoms improve.Check for the following celiac disease symptoms if
silent celiac disease is suspected.• Anemia• Behavioral changes• Bloating• Gas•
Abdominal pain• Bones that break easily• Bone or joint pain• Bruising• Chronic fatigue•
Stunted or delayed growth as a child/failure to thrive• Depression or irritability• Diarrhea or
constipation• Discolored teeth and problems with the enamel• Dry eyes• Swelling,
especially in hands and feet• Epstein-Barr infection• Recurrent infections• Hard-to-flush
stools• Difficulty losing weight• Indigestion and acid reflux• Infertility• Irritability•
Lactose intolerance• Learning difficulties• Memory difficulties• Menstrual problems•
Migraines• Mouth sores and ulcers (canker sores)• Vitamin and mineral deficiencies (such
as iron, calcium, or vitamins A, D, E, and K)• Seizures• Short stature• Rashes• Tingling or
numbness in hands and feet• Unexplained weight gain (and difficulty losing weight)•
Unexplained weight lossInflammatory Bowel Disease (IBD)This is a serious disease that affects
one’s quality of life and can lead to life-threatening conditions. The exact cause of IBD remains
unknown. Stress and diet can aggravate IBD but do not cause it. The two major categories of
IBD are Crohn’s disease (CD) and ulcerative colitis (UC). These chronic diseases tend to run in
families and affect males and females equally. However, it is important to note that most people
with IBD do not have a family history.In IBD, an abnormal response by the body’s immune
system results in an attack of and damage to the person’s GI tract. Normally, the immune system
detects and tries to destroy foreign intruders such as bacteria and viruses, but in this case, the
abnormal response also results in the attack of the body’s own digestive tract cells. In ulcerative
colitis, there is inflammation and sores (ulcers) in the innermost lining of the colon, also known
as the mucosa layer, which faces the lumen of the large intestine and the rectum. In Crohn’s



disease, there is inflammation of the lining of the digestive tract (can be in any part of the
digestive tract from the mouth to the anus). Inflammation can present at any of the layers of the
gut wall and not only the mucosa, and it is often observed deeply spread throughout the
tissue.Symptoms of IBD (shared between Crohn’s disease and ulcerative colitis)The following
are symptoms of the inflammation of the gastrointestinal tract:• Diarrhea• Rectal bleeding•
Urgent need to move bowels• Abdominal pain and cramping• Feeling of incomplete
evacuation• Constipation (which can also lead to bowel obstruction)Other symptoms
associated with IBD are as follows:• Fever• Loss of appetite• Weight loss• Fatigue•
Night sweats• Loss of normal menstrual cyclesIBD is a chronic condition, but the patient may
be in remission with occasional flare ups with IBS-like symptoms. Rates of IBD have been rising
worldwide, possibly as a result of the Westernization of diets and lifestyles around the
globe.There is no single test that confirms the diagnosis of IBD. The diagnosis is based on a
physical examination, patient history and various tests, which include the following:• Blood
tests• Endoscopies (colonoscopy, sigmoidoscopy, gastroscopy, proctoscopy, double balloon
enteroscopy, capsule endoscopy)• Stool tests to determine levels of calprotectin; fecal
calprotectin acts as a measure of inflammation and is produced by the specific white blood cells
and macrophages that are always present where intestinal infection and/or inflammation
occur• Scans (MRI, CT scan, small-bowel imaging, ultrasound, X-rays)Gastro-esophageal
reflux (GERD)People with GERD feel a burning sensation in their throats (heartburn) due to acid
from the stomach coming back into the esophagus. This might be due to one of two reasons: (i)
the sphincter (valve) between the stomach and the esophagus does not close properly to allow
stomach acid to flow back into the esophagus, or (ii) a part of the stomach is found above the
diaphragm, which is a condition called hiatal hernia.People can have mild acid reflux
occasionally, and this event is not a major concern. GERD occurs when mild acid reflux occurs
at least twice a week or when moderate to severe acid reflux appears at least once a week.Be
aware of the following common symptoms of GERD:• Burning sensation in the chest, usually
after eating• Regurgitation of fluid or food into mouth or throat• Chest pain• Difficulty
swallowing• A feeling of a lump in your throatSymptoms usually get worse during the night or
after eating a meal, bending over, lying down, or participating in certain physical activities. If you
have reflux at nighttime, you could also experience other symptoms, such as the following:•
Chronic cough• Laryngitis• Disrupted sleep• Newly developed asthma or worsening of
asthmaLong-lasting GERD can have some serious complications, such as narrowing of the
esophagus (esophageal stricture), esophageal ulcers and bleeding, voice changes, and
precancerous changes to the esophagus (Barrett’s esophagus).Smoking, eating large meals or
eating late at night, eating fatty or fried foods, eating acidic fruits and spicy foods or drinking
coffee and alcohol can exacerbate the symptoms of acid reflux. Generally, the condition can be
kept under control with lifestyle and dietary changes as well as mild, over-the-counter
medication. The FODMAP fructans have also been linked to reflux, so the low FODMAP diet
may be able to help alleviate some of the symptoms of GERD (see section 2 in the book).



However, if GERD is very serious, people may need stronger prescription medications or even
surgery.Bile Acid Malabsorption (BAM) or Bile Acid Diarrhea (BAD)This is a chronic condition
resulting from excess bile acids in the colon. Bile acids are produced to solubilize lipids and help
the body absorb them efficiently. After they perform their function, bile acids are reabsorbed from
the colon into the blood so that they can be reused. If excess bile acids accumulate in the colon,
they prevent stools from forming properly, leading to a painful condition with the following
symptoms:• Multiple bouts of watery, urgent or explosive diarrhea• Fecal incontinence•
Foul-smelling diarrhea that is usually yellow in color (or looks greasy)• Gas• Painful stomach
cramps• BloatingStudies have shown that BAM is found in  of patients with IBS-D and up to
½ of patients with functional diarrhea.Treatment involves the use of special medication called
bile acid sequestrants (BAS), which bind to bile acids in the small intestine and prevent them
from affecting the colon. A low-fat diet also helps reduce symptoms.There are different tests for
BAM. The most definitive test for BAM detects an increase in bile acid in the stool. However, this
requires 48 hours of fecal collection, and this procedure proves to be difficult and impractical
and therefore is not frequently used. There are some blood tests that measure blood biomarkers
such as 7a-OH-4-cholesten-3-one (C4); however, this test requires very specialized laboratories
and is not readily available worldwide. Finally, the SeHCAT (75Se-homocholic acid taurine) test
can also be used, but it is also not readily available worldwide.EndometriosisEndometriosis is an
often-painful medical condition in women in which the lining of the uterus (the endometrium)
grows outside the uterus, usually in the fallopian tubes, ovaries or along the pelvis. This tissue
continues to act as a normal endometrium, so it thickens and sheds every month due to
hormonal fluctuations. The tissue has no way of being removed from those areas; however, it
builds up, causing irritation and scar tissue, which can lead to organs sticking together.
Approximately 10% of women of reproductive age have endometriosis.GI symptoms are
common among women with endometriosis. A number of studies have shown that IBS may be
more common among women with endometriosis; however, it is not clear how the two conditions
are related.Common symptoms of endometriosis include the following:• Painful periods•
Pelvic pain that is not related to menstruation• Infertility• Painful during intercourse• Back
pain• Pain on defecation• Abdominal bloating and discomfort• Nausea• Altered bowel
movements (constipation and/or diarrhea)The following are key symptoms of endometriosis that
overlap with those of IBS:• Visceral hypersensitivity (greater-than-normal pain within the
organs)• Bloating• Diarrhea or constipation• Pain on defecation• Nausea• Reduced
quality of lifeEndometriosis can often be confused with IBS. To rule out endometriosis, it is
important to talk to your doctor about your symptoms. Laparoscopy is the only definitive way to
diagnose endometriosis.A retrospective study by Monash University showed that women with
IBS and endometriosis show a distinct symptom profile, and a diet low in FODMAPs appears to
be effective in managing GI symptoms in these women. Patients with IBS and endometriosis
responded more favorably to a low FODMAP diet than did patients with IBS alone.Gut
InfectionsParasites are organisms that live in or on another organism or host. Some parasites do



not affect their hosts; others can make their hosts sick, resulting in a parasitic infection. Parasitic
infections can cause symptoms similar to IBS symptoms, and it is possible that patients with
parasitic infections are misdiagnosed with IBS.Recent studies have proposed a possible role of
protozoan parasites, such as Blastocystis hominis (B. hominis) and Dientamoeba fragilis, in the
development of IBS. The role of B. hominis in IBS is inconclusive due to contradictory reports
and due to the controversy surrounding whether B. hominis is a human pathogen. Entamoeba
histolytica infections arise mostly in developing countries, and symptoms mimic IBS symptoms.
Infection with Giardia intestinalis can yield symptoms that vary from none to diarrhea, gas, upset
stomach, greasy stools and abdominal pain. These IBS-like symptoms can be continuous,
intermittent, sporadic or recurrent.It is suggested that all patients with IBS consider routine
parasitological investigations to rule out the presence of protozoan parasites. These tests
involve stool tests that can provide information on what may be happening in the stomach,
intestines or other parts of the gastrointestinal tract. These tests can be important for a variety of
conditions, such as the following:• Allergies and inflammation• Infections by bacteria, viruses
and parasites• Nutrient, fat and sugar absorption• Intestinal bleedingTests to rule out
diseases and infectionsWhat is tested in the stool?The hemoccult test can detect blood in the
stool. The presence of blood could be due to allergies, peptic ulcers, inflammation, bacterial
infections, viruses, parasites or polyps.The calprotectin test provides a measure of inflammation
in the intestines. Calprotectin is a protein of the white blood cells and macrophages, which are
always present when there is infection and/or inflammation. The presence of the protein can
therefore indicate a bacterial infection, the start of IBD or a flareup of existing Crohn’s disease or
ulcerative colitis.Culture tests confirm the presence of different infection-causing bacteria in the
intestines. These tests can be ordered if you have diarrhea and/or bloody stool for several days.
A stool culture can check for the presence of Salmonella, Shigella, Yersinia, Campylobacter and
a specific form of Escherichia coli (E. coli).The Clostridium difficile test checks for the presence
of a specific strain of Clostridium bacteria in the colon. These bacteria are often found in the
stool and are usually harmless. However, certain strains can produce toxins that cause
diarrhea.The Helicobacter pylori stool antigens test examines the stool for foreign proteins
(antigens) produced by H. pylori bacteria. These bacteria cause peptic ulcers in the esophagus,
stomach and small intestine, as well as cancer of the stomach.PCR (polymerase chain reaction)
of stool is the analysis of the stool using a molecular technique that increases the quantity of
genetic material (DNA) found in the stool and therefore allows for the creation of a genetic
fingerprint and the identification of a wide range of parasites and other pathogens that may be
present in the stool. This is a far more sensitive test than the old-fashioned technique of
examination through a microscope and allows for an exact species diagnosis.Tests to rule out
diseasesCeliac DiseaseSerology: tTg + lgA or tTg + DGPlgG, EMA.Small intestinal biopsy if the
patient’s antibody blood tests are high. This is the most accurate and most conclusive diagnostic
test for celiac disease.HLA-DQ2/DQ8 genetic test (only useful if negative)Keep the following
points in mind:1. Gluten consumption must reach satisfactory levels before celiac serology and



biopsy to avoid false negative results.2. IgA deficiency presents in 2-3% of people with celiac
disease. Always check that total IgA levels are normal.Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) (e.g.,
Crohn’s disease and ulcerative colitis)Physical examination, patient history and blood tests,
stool examination, endoscopy, biopsies, and imaging studies.Fecal calprotectin
screening.Diverticular diseaseBarium enema or endoscopy (flexible sigmoidoscopy or
colonoscopy).Clinical examination during an acute attack is required and disease is generally
confirmed with a CT scan.Ovarian or Bowel CancerRecording of family and medical history and
physical examination.Blood and stool tests to identify the presence of any cancer markers or
abnormally elevated chemicals in the blood or any blood present in the stool.A colonoscopy,
biopsy, digital rectal exam, CT scan, ultrasound or MRI of the colon or rectum might also be
carried out.Pelvic floor disordersMedical history and physical examination.Anorectal
manometry.EndometriosisLaparoscopy to diagnose the presence of endometriosis.Endocrine
disorders (e.g., hyperthyroidism/hypothyroidism)Medical history and physical examination.Blood
tests to determine blood thyroxine levels.Pancreatic exocrine insufficiencyFecal elastase-1
screening (as well as other indirect tests).Observation of symptom improvement when the
patient receives pancreatic enzyme replacement.Bile acid malabsorptionFecal bile acid
measurement.An increase in fecal bile acid is the most conclusive method to detect bile acid
malabsorption. (A 48-hour collection of feces is required, and as a result, this test is not used
very often.)SeHCAT (75Se-homocholic acid taurine) test7a-OH-4-cholesten-3-one (C4) blood
testFood Allergy vs Food intoleranceFood hypersensitivity is a label for all adverse reactions to
food.However, there are major differences between a food allergy and a food intolerance.A food
allergy is an immediate (i.e., within minutes) reaction to ingested food and is mediated by IgE
antibodies produced by the body’s immune system against a specific protein in the food. The
reaction can be severe and life-threatening, and symptoms can include the following:•
Breathing problems• Throat tightness• Hoarseness• Coughing• Vomiting• Abdominal
pain• Hives• Swelling• Itching• Dizziness• Drop in blood pressure• Anaphylaxis•
Loss of consciousnessThe most common food allergies are milk, eggs, fish, shellfish, peanuts,
tree nuts, soybeans and wheat.A detailed clinical history and conventional allergy testing are
important in the diagnosis of an IgE-mediated food allergy. This involves specific IgE testing
using either skin or blood tests and based on the patient’s clinical history.Other non-IgE
mediated food allergies exist, in which components of the immune system other than IgE
antibodies are involved. In these cases, the reaction to the food is generally delayed (may take
hours or days) and involve symptoms such as vomiting, bloating and diarrhea. The mechanism
of non-IgE-mediated food allergies is not well understood, and allergy testing is not useful given
that no IgE antibodies are produced. Examples of such non-IgE mediated allergies are
eosinophilic esophagitis (EoE), food protein-induced enterocolitis syndrome (FPIES) and
proctocolitis.Non-allergic food hypersensitivity is also known as food intolerance or food
sensitivity. This condition does not involve the immune system. The symptoms emerge more
slowly, often hours after the ingestion of certain foods. Usually, this condition involves



reasonable amounts of the food, unlike an allergy, in which mere traces can trigger the allergic
reaction. Here, the patient develops GI symptoms, such as gas, bloating, diarrhea, constipation,
nausea, abdominal pain, and cramping, and non-GI symptoms, such as brain fog, depression,
joint pain and skin rash, after the ingestion of certain foods.• Nausea• Gas• Cramps•
Abdominal pain• Diarrhea• Bloating• Constipation• Reflux• Mouth ulcers• Irritability•
Nervousness• Headaches• Rashes• Eczema• Hives• Sinus• Asthma• Fatigue•
Flulike aches and pains• MoodinessThese intolerances are usually due to the absence of the
right enzyme for the digestion of a particular food, reactions to food additives or preservatives,
sensitivities to naturally occurring sugars such as FODMAPs, or sensitivities to chemicals. The
typical list includes the following:• Dairy products• Gluten• Sensitivities to sugars, such as
FODMAPs• Sucrose or maltose (these sugars need to be broken down into simple sugars by
specific enzymes to be able to be absorbed)• Natural food chemicals1. Salicylates are
naturally occurring organic chemicals found in many fruits, vegetables, herbs and nuts.
Salicylates are the defense systems of plants against pathogens and environmental stress.2.
Amines are the product of protein breakdown. Foods increase in amines as they age, mature,
ripen or ferment. (Biogenic amines include histamine and tyramine)3. Glutamates can exist in
two different forms in foods: as free amino acids or as a part of a protein. When they are in their
free form, they enhance the flavor of food. Foods rich in natural glutamates are cheese, tomato,
mushrooms and meat and yeast extract. MSG (Monosodium glutamate) is used as a food
additive to enhance flavor.• Chocolate (due to phenylethylamine, which can cause
migraines)• Eggs (particularly egg whites)• Food additives1. Preservatives (sulfites,
benzoates, butylhydroxyanisol (BHA), butylhydroxytoluene (BHT))2. MSG3. Artificial colors/
food dyes (i.e., tartazine)4. Emulsifiers• Caffeine• Yeast• Alcohol• Artificial
sweeteners• Toxins, viruses, bacteria or parasites that have contaminated foodDiagnostic
tests for food intolerancesBecause the immune system is not involved, there are no reliable
diagnostic tests, and the only way to know for sure if a food is triggering your symptoms is
through a strict elimination and structured rechallenge process. This process can be difficult,
and there are many factors that could mislead the results, so this process is best conducted
under the guidance of a dietitian with expertise in food intolerances.Nutrition and food
intolerances are very complicated subjects and can occur in isolation or in any other
combination, including FODMAPs, food or chemical intolerance, celiac, nonceliac gluten
sensitivity and allergies.Histamine IntoleranceHistamine is released by mast cells in the body
but can also be found in fermented foods, such as cheese, fermented soy products, wine,
vinegar and sauerkraut, as well as in fish that has spoiled. Eggplant, spinach and certain other
foods also contain naturally high quantities of histamine.Symptoms of histamine intolerance may
be induced even by small amounts of dietary histamine intake and can include the following:
dilation of blood vessels, flushing of the skin, fast heart rate, hives, digestive problems,
headaches, drop in blood pressure or asthma. Such sensitivity to histamine from foods may
arise from a genetic deficiency in the enzyme that breaks down histamine or due to an



interaction between the histamine with the medication a person is taking. A diet that is low in
histamine could minimize the symptoms.Scombroid poisoning occurs after the ingestion of
fresh, canned or smoked fish with high histamine levels because the fish was not processed or
kept properly. The symptoms mimic those of an allergic reaction.Tyramine IntoleranceTyramine
is a biogenic amine. Aged cheeses (specifically Camembert and Cheddar), aged or pickled or
smoked meats or fish, pickles, sauerkraut, liver, vinegar, red wine, beer, yeast extracts, avocado,
bananas, raspberries, eggplant, tomato and red plums can all contain tyramine.An intolerance to
tyramine (you may have also heard it referred to as a cheese reaction) may be due to a genetic
predisposition or a reaction between a group of antidepressants called monoamine oxidase
inhibitors (MAOIs) and the tyramine found in the food. This reaction can result in symptoms such
as high blood pressure, increased heart rate, hyperthermia, tremors and seizures within 15-90
minutes after the consumption of the food.Other possible causes of symptoms to considerDon’t
forget: You need a diagnosis before adopting nutritional changes.Nonceliac gluten sensitivity
(NCGS) or Nonceliac wheat sensitivity (NCWS)Nonceliac gluten sensitivity (NCGS), or more
recently called nonceliac wheat sensitivity (NCWS), is a condition that involves both GI and non-
GI symptoms upon wheat or gluten consumption in patients in whom celiac disease or a wheat
allergy have been excluded. GI symptoms may imitate those in IBS, but patients also show a
prevalence of non-GI symptoms such as headache, foggy mind, joint pain and numbness in the
legs, arms or fingers. Symptoms typically appear hours or days after the consumption of gluten.
However, the typical changes observed in celiac disease are absent. There is no damage to the
mucosal lining of the intestines, no elevations in tissue-transglutaminase or deamidated gliadin
antibodies and no increased mucosal permeability. It is not considered an immune condition. It is
also not a gluten allergy because it is not IgE-antibody mediated and does not cause vomiting,
itching, swelling of the throat, shortness of breath, or other symptoms associated with an allergic
reaction, which would happen quickly after the consumption of wheat.NCGS or NCWS is
thought to be a non-IgE-mediated allergy that triggers the immune system in other ways. Allesio
Fasano, MD, proposes that gluten sensitivity may have a spectrum and that individuals may
show varying levels of sensitivity to gluten. How frequently the condition occurs is unknown;
however, it is estimated to affect 0.5-13% of the population.There is currently no diagnostic test
for NCGS/NCWS because there are no known or measurable biomarkers. Its symptoms
resemble those of other functional gastrointestinal disorders, most specifically those of IBS, so
with any identifiable biomarkers being absent, it is difficult to pinpoint the condition. Evidence
from studies shows that in patients with gluten sensitivity, the elimination of gluten from the diet
might decrease or eliminate symptoms; however, this process should be performed under the
guidance of a clinical dietitian.Currently, there is considerable debate over whether NCGS/
NCWS is caused by gluten or other wheat components. It has been suggested by new research
that gluten alone may not be responsible for the symptoms. Recent findings show that it may in
fact be the fructans (FODMAPs) of wheat, barley and rye that may be associated with this
condition, and the elimination of gluten-containing foods also eliminates this FODMAP group,



thus resulting in a reduction of symptoms.Moreover, the latest research has focused on the role
of amylase-trypsin inhibitors (ATIs) from wheat in gastrointestinal inflammation and their
possible role in NCGS/NWGS. Although gluten is the most prevalent protein in grains such as
wheat, barley or rye, ATIs make up to 4% of the protein content and are important for one to
consider as a culprit. Researchers posit that ATIs activate an innate immune response (the
body’s first line of defense to an invading foreign substance) and can induce intestinal infiltration
and the release of inflammatory chemicals in the gut. The amounts of immune-activating ATIs
have increased significantly in the more recent varieties of wheat, barley and rye. These ATIs do
not undergo breakdown in the intestines, and baking (heating) or processing does not appear to
significantly decrease the ATI content or their effects in stimulating the immune system. Thus,
ATIs could play a role in the enhancement and worsening of symptoms observed in some
patients with NCGS/NWGS.Sucrase-Isomaltase DeficiencySucrase-isomaltase deficiency is
also called sucrose intolerance and is the result of decreased activity of the glucosidase
enzyme. This enzyme is involved in the breakdown of starches and sugars, particularly sucrose
(table sugar) and maltose (found in grains). Sucrose is broken down into glucose and fructose,
and maltose is broken down into two glucose molecules. As a result of this enzyme deficiency,
carbohydrates, and mainly sucrose molecules, are malabsorbed and build up in the intestines.
They draw in water by osmosis and are fermented by bacteria in the colon, triggering symptoms
that resemble those of IBS-D: stomach cramps, bloating, excess gas production, and
diarrhea.There are two types of sucrase-isomaltase deficiency: congenital and secondary or
acquired.Congenital sucrase-isomaltase deficiency appears to affect 2-9% of people of North
American and European origin. This deficiency arises due to mutations in the sucrase
isomaltase (SI) gene, which codes for the production of the enzymes. As a result of mutations in
this gene, the structure, function or production of the enzyme may be affected. Symptoms of
congenital deficiency appear early in a baby, usually after grains, fruit and juices are introduced
in their diets, but as children get older, they seem to process sucrose and maltose more easily
and with fewer symptoms. However, deficiencies can lead to decreased weight gain and
decreased growth (failure to thrive) and malnutrition.This congenital deficiency is thought to be
underrecognized. However, it is not yet established whether it is involved in the development of
symptoms in patients with functional gastrointestinal disorders.Secondary or acquired sucrase-
isomaltase deficiency may also exist, but it is thought to be mainly temporary. For example,
animal studies have shown that the degeneration of the intestinal villi in celiac disease can lead
to sucrase-isomaltase deficiency for a certain period of time and revert once villous atrophy is
overcome.Testing for sucrase-isomaltase deficiency is generally performed in children, and
there is little scientific evidence to date that testing is useful for adults. The deficiency can be
identified in children with duodenal or jejunal biopsies, which allow for a measurement of the
activity of sucrase, lactase, isomaltase and maltase enzymes. This technique is difficult and may
result in mistakes. A sucrose breath test measuring hydrogen gas can also be performed, but
doing so in children is difficult, and the test itself has many inaccuracies. Finally, genetic testing



can be performed to identify mutations, but these results should be combined with clinical data
for assessment.CandidaCandida is a fungus, specifically, a type of yeast that is part of our
natural flora and exists on our skin and in the mouth, intestines and vagina. Although there are
several different strains of Candida, the most common is Candida albicans.Generally, in the
bodies of healthy individuals, Candida occurs in balanced numbers and does not cause any
problems. Its numbers are kept in check by our immune system and the bacteria that live in the
same places and compete with the Candida for food and space.When candidiasis occurs, there
is overgrowth and infection caused by Candida, and treatment requires either oral or topical
antifungal medications. However, this condition generally appears in immunocompromised
individuals, people with diabetes or those who wear dentures. The presence of candidiasis in
non-immunocompromised people is actually greatly disputed.There have been suggestions that
an overgrowth of Candida may be associated with IBS symptoms; however, no research findings
have been able to show such a correlation, so it still remains a hypothesis by some. Yeast
overgrowth in the gut is not thought to be an infection or candidiasis, and with the exception of
one review that indicated some possible correlation between Candida overgrowth and IBS
symptoms and theories as to how the two may be related, no other findings show this
association. Recent research involves the testing of ways in which blood, breath and urine
samples can be used to determine if increased numbers of yeast exist. Thus far, the testing has
issues with sensitivity and reliability.To date, no scientific results indicate that a specific change
in diet could stop Candida overgrowth in the gut or other parts of the body and in turn help
relieve IBS symptoms.A Leaky GutThe leaky gut is a scientifically disputed matter. A leaky gut
refers to the single layer of cells that line the intestinal tract, becoming, in some cases, leaky or
more permeable than they should be. This layer is what forms a barrier between your gut and the
rest of the body, and it normally functions to allow the absorption of nutrients but prevent the
movement of large molecules and bacteria from the intestines into the blood. If it temporarily
becomes more leaky, it can allow such substances to move into the blood and then potentially
travel to the rest of the body.Increased intestinal permeability can be observed by
gastroenterologists in some cases. People with Crohn’s disease, patients with celiac disease
consuming gluten and patients receiving chemotherapy can have a leaky gut. The same applies
after the overconsumption of alcohol or the consumption of aspirin and nonsteroidal anti-
inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), which can irritate the gut. These substances can affect the
connections between the intestinal cells and allow some of the larger molecules and germs to
enter the blood. Stress has also been shown to make the gut leaky. However, all these cases are
transient. Gastroenterologists believe that these irritants cause inflammation at the specific site,
but the gut is eventually able to heal and return to normal.A leaky gut gastrointestinal diagnosis
that would require a specific treatment is scientifically questionable. It has been proposed that
leaky guts caused by conditions such as yeast or bacteria overgrowth, a poor diet or overuse of
antibiotics can trigger an immune response and more prevalent body inflammation that can be
responsible for several conditions, such as food allergies, asthma, multiple sclerosis, tiredness



and chronic fatigue syndrome, among others; however, there is currently no scientific evidence
to support this hypothesis. There is no real evidence to suggest that a specific diet plan, the use
of probiotics or the use of herbal preparations can target and cure leaky gut syndrome.Do mast
cells play a role in gastrointestinal problems?Mast cells have recently received much scientific
attention due to their role in GI problems. They are cells of the immune system that, when
activated, produce histamine. In healthy individuals, histamine and other mast cell-produced
chemicals are produced to initiate a protective response against foreign body intruders and to
heal the body. These chemicals are also involved in allergies and anaphylaxis, and in the gut,
they have important roles in food allergies as well as in defending against and getting rid of
parasites.There exists a spectrum of mast cell disorders, which present with inappropriate
activation of the mast cells and/or an increased number of mast cells. For example, the condition
of mastocytosis involves an increased number of mast cells as well as an abnormal activation of
mast cells. In the case of mast cell activation syndrome (MCAS), however, the number of mast
cells remains stable, but the cells are over-activated or easily activated and can produce
chemicals that affect the body in negative ways. Mast cell activation syndrome may be initiated
by a number of different foods, chemicals, fragrances, exercise, and stress.Why are we
addressing mast cells in this book? There are various digestive conditions, including IBS, that
can mimic mast cell disorders, including adverse reactions to food, eosinophilic esophagitis,
eosinophilic gastroenteritis, gastroenteritis, gastroesophageal reflux disease, gluten
enteropathy, and irritable bowel syndrome.Mast cell diseases can have gastrointestinal
symptoms that mimic IBS, such as the following:• Diarrhea• Nausea• Vomiting•
Abdominal pain• BloatingAdditionally, there is a possible emerging role of mast cells in IBS.
Specifically, mast cell activation leads to visceral hypersensitivity because it increases the
response of the nerves to stimulation. Therefore, these nerves will react more strongly, giving a
sensation of increased pain. This process is tightly linked to IBS, in which patients also show
increased visceral hypersensitivity.Stress releases corticotropin-releasing factor, which activates
mast cells to produce a response. Stress is also a factor that exacerbates IBS symptoms.If mast
cell activation syndrome is suspected, the health care provider will recommend measurements
of serum tryptase and a 24-hour urine test for n-methyl histamine and ll-beta prostaglandin F2
alpha.Treatment of mast cell activation aims to either stabilize the cells so they do not
overproduce histamine or to stop the effects of histamine using anti-histamine treatments. Such
medications would include the following: mast cell stabilizers; H1 blockers, which suppress
histamine-mediated effects; and H2 blockers, which block the action of histamine in the
stomach. It should be clarified, however, that none of these treatments is currently prescribed as
IBS treatment.Reducing stress via stress management techniques is also very important, as
stress activates mast cells.Finally, a change in diet that would involve a reduction in histamine-
containing foods might help reduce symptoms. This approach has been shown to work for some
patients but not for all of them. This change should always be implemented under the guidance
of a clinical dietitian, as such diets are very personal and because records of histamine food



content are generally outdated.Chapter 2:Bloating and Functional Gastrointestinal Disorders
(FGIDs)Functional Gastrointestinal Disorders (FGIDs)Abdominal bloating can result from a
primary cause or underlying organic disease; however, most people complain about bloating
when they suffer from a functional gastrointestinal disorder (FGID).As we have explored in
chapter 1 of this book, there are many possible primary organic causes of abdominal bloating
and distension. If a primary cause or organic disease cannot be found and conditions such as
anorexia nervosa, bulimia, or somatization disorder (also known as Briquet’s syndrome) have
been ruled out, then bloating is usually considered functional and part of the FGID
spectrum.Functional abdominal bloating is never constant or ongoing. It usually comes and goes
in one or two patterns: shortly after meals or towards the end of the day. Patients usually awaken
with a flat belly, and the bloating then develops and worsens over the course of the day.The
severity of abdominal bloating can vary from mild discomfort to severe pain and can affect
people’s everyday lives, from their family and social life to their workplace and finances, often
resulting in absenteeism from work and recurrent visits to the doctor in pursuit of a solution to
the problem. People admit to trying different medications and techniques but feel helpless and
desperate most of the time.Functional gastrointestinal (GI) and motility disorders are the most
common GI disorders in the general population. Although statistics can vary, it has been
assessed that approximately 1 in 4 people (or even more) have one of these disorders. Such
conditions are the cause of approximately 40% of the GI problems doctors and therapists
see.Why do we suffer from functional bloating?The cause of functional bloating remains unclear,
and while several different explanations have been proposed, there is no conclusive answer.
Due to our insufficient understanding of these mechanisms, the available therapeutic options
are limited.Potential mechanisms are gut hypersensitivity (increased perception and sensitivity
to what is happening in the gastrointestinal tract), impaired handling of gas production,
imbalance of microorganisms that usually live in the bowel/altered gut microbiota, abnormal
levels of bacteria in the small intestine (SIBO), weak or inappropriately relaxed abdominal
muscles, an incorrectly contracted diaphragm, related fluid in the loops of the distal small bowel,
food intolerance, lumbar lordosis (increased curvature of the lumbar region of the spine, which
decreases the capacity of the abdomen to hold gas), and recent weight gain.Even though
bloating is such a frequently occurring symptom, health care providers often dismiss it as a
bothersome but non-life-threatening condition. Thus, more often than not, bloating is not
measured even though it is so prevalent, bothersome and important to consider in FGIDs.There
are three fundamental characteristics that are disturbed in FGIDs, the technical names of which
are as follows: motility, sensation, and brain-gut dysfunction.• Motility describes the muscular
movement of the GI tract. Normal motility is a methodical sequence of muscular contractions
from the top to the bottom of the tract (peristalsis). In FGIDs, there are abnormal muscle spasms
and pain. If the spasms are too fast, it leads to diarrhea, and if the spasms are too slow, it can
lead to constipation.• Sensation describes how the nerves of the GI tract perceive and
respond to stimuli such as the digestion of food. In FGIDs, the nerves are sometimes so



sensitive that even normal contractions can induce pain or discomfort, which is visceral
sensitivity (an enhanced perception of sensations). As a result of this sensitivity, even small
changes in volume (stretching) and movement in the gut seem large to the patient, and patients
feel bloated even though there are no visible signs of distension. Nerves that respond to stimuli
(i.e., digesting a meal) are very sensitive to pain and discomfort, while in other people who do
not have FGIDs, these sensations would be perceived as normal.• Brain-gut dysfunction. The
brain and gut communicate with each other in a bidirectional manner. In FGIDs, there is a
dysfunction in the way in which the two organs communicate, which gives the perception of
increased pain and bowel difficulties. Stress tends to make this interaction worse.The most
common FGIDs are irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) and functional dyspepsia.• Irritable bowel
syndrome (IBS) patients suffer from abdominal pain linked to defecation or changed bowel
habits.• Functional dyspepsia is a feeling of indigestion, uncomfortable fullness in the stomach
and nausea after a meal that may inhibit individuals from eating a normal meal. There may also
be pain or discomfort in the upper GI area and/or bloating for many hours after a meal. There is
no symptom relief after going to the bathroom.• Functional abdominal bloating/distension
involves fullness and/or distension of the abdomen that is not associated with changes in bowel
movements.• Aerophagia is air swallowing that can cause bloating.• Functional diarrhea is
characterized by continuous or recurrent loose (mushy) or watery stools but without any
abdominal pain.• Functional constipation constitutes a group of functional disorders. The most
commonly sustained feature is persistent, difficult, infrequent or an apparent incomplete
defecation, and it is more frequently seen in women and as people age.• Unspecified
functional bowel disease involves functional bowel symptoms that do not meet the criteria
defined for functional diarrhea, functional constipation, functional abdominal bloating or IBS.•
With respect to opioid-induced constipation, studies have shown that 40-80% of patients who
take opioids for pain management frequently suffer from constipation as a side effect. This can
be accompanied by abdominal cramping, bloating and abdominal pain.Irritable Bowel
Syndrome (IBS)The definition for IBS is that patients suffer from abdominal pain linked to
defecation or changed bowel habits.There are four types of IBS:• IBS with constipation (IBS-
C)• IBS with diarrhea (IBS-D)• Mixed IBS (IBS-M) with mixed bowel habits involving both
constipation and diarrhea• Unclassified IBS (IBS-U), which cannot be categorized in any of the
other IBS groupsWhy is it called Irritable Bowel Syndrome (IBS) and how common is it?People
with IBS have very sensitive nerve endings in the bowel wall. Normal activities, such as eating a
meal, experiencing stress at work or menstruating, are perceived differently in the intestines,
thus creating a flare-up of symptoms including diarrhea, bloating, pain and discomfort.IBS
affects 10 to 20% of the population and is the most common functional gastrointestinal disorder.
IBS is not a serious disease, and there are no long-term organic complications associated with
it. There is no greater need for preventive checkups than for other people. Women are twice as
likely to be affected than men, and the disease is more common in young people under the age
of 45. Up to 75% of IBS patients report bloating as a symptom. In a survey, 60% of patients with



IBS said bloating was their most troublesome symptom, while 29% said abdominal pain was
their most troublesome symptom.However, the severity of the pain can vary from mild to severe,
both from person to person and from time to time. The impact of IBS can range from mild
inconvenience to severe debilitation, affecting a person’s emotional, social and professional life.
Approximately 50% of IBS patients do not let their family or circle of friends know that they suffer
from the disease. They may feel embarrassed to discuss their problem (which always involves
some sort of bowel issue) and feel misunderstood and isolated. Patients’ constant feelings can
lead to further isolation, low self-image, absenteeism from work and avoidance of social events
and fun outdoor activities. As a consequence, these experiences can negatively affect health
outcomes.A study published in 2018 revealed some sad statistics. Of the 513 IBS-D patients
questioned, the following results were found:• 25% reported that “IBS stops them from
enjoying life”• 11% agreed with the statement that “when my IBS is bad, I wish I was dead”•
More than 33% of the patients said that they “constantly worry about whether and when their
IBS symptoms will return”• 20% said that “their symptoms negatively affect their life at
work”.One other study highlighted that people with irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) would give up
25% of their remaining lifetime to experience relief from their gut symptoms!Patients with IBS
report that they feel they have no control over their lives, as illustrated in the following
statements: “IBS is controlling my life” and “I never know if a specific food or situation will trigger
an episode… there is no rhyme or reason in regard to IBS”.How is IBS diagnosed?There is no
single test to diagnose IBS. Several gastrointestinal conditions produce similar symptoms. A
medical history, physical examination and selected tests are used to rule out other more serious
gastrointestinal conditions. Then, the diagnosis will be made based on symptom criteria.The
American College of Gastroenterology does not recommend lab tests or diagnostic imaging in
people younger than 50 years old unless they are accompanied by red-flag symptoms, such as
weight loss, anemia, or a family history of celiac disease, IBD or colorectal cancer.A formal set
of diagnostic criteria known as the Rome IV criteria are used to establish a diagnosis.Rome IV
criteria for IBSRecurrent abdominal pain for an average of at least 1 day a week in the last 3
months with two or more of the following characteristics:1. Related to defecation2.
Associated with a change in the frequency of stool3. Associated with a change in the form
(consistency) of stoolSymptoms must have started at least 6 months ago.Beware of these
possible causes of IBSEven though the cause of IBS still remains unclear, there are a few
theories:• One of the possible mechanisms for IBS is abnormal motility of the colon. Slow
motility can lead to constipation, and fast motility can lead to diarrhea. Nevertheless, motility
issues do not validate IBS in all patients, and it is still uncertain whether motility issues are the
cause of IBS or a symptom of the condition.• Severe gastrointestinal infection (e.g.,
Salmonella or Campylobacter or viruses) can trigger the development of IBS but is not seen in
all IBS patients. It is worth noting, however, that the risk of developing IBS is thought to be 4-6
times higher after a stomach intestinal infection caused by parasitic bacteria. This is called
postinfectious IBS.• Stress, anxiety and mental health state could play a role in IBS. Evidence



shows that stress and anxiety exacerbate IBS symptoms; however, these factors are most likely
not the cause.• Food intolerances, food sensitivities or allergies are other mechanisms that are
being studied.• Visceral hypersensitivity is an enhanced perception of sensations. As a result
of this sensitivity, even small changes in the volume (stretching) and movement in the gut seem
larger to patients, and they may feel bloated even though there are no visible signs of
distension.• Small Intestinal Bacterial Overgrowth (SIBO) may lead to IBS. This involves a
change in the number of bacteria in the small intestine, where normally very few bacteria
reside.• Genetic role. The effect of genes and heredity in IBS is unclear; however, some
studies have shown that IBS occurs more frequently in people with a family history of IBS.•
Changes in the levels of chemicals, neurotransmitters, gastrointestinal and reproductive
hormones could play a role in IBS.Stress does not cause IBS but stress can worsen or trigger
symptoms. This is the reason that we encourage people with IBS to address stress and consider
relaxation therapies.Another issue with which IBS patients must struggle is a lack of support
from their main healthcare providers. There is an underlying belief by IBS sufferers that doctors
do not adequately diagnose or treat their symptoms, often dismissing such symptoms as simply
being in their heads. According to a recent National Institutes of Health (NIH) survey, 40% of IBS
patients have expressed their complete dissatisfaction with their primary care provider’s
treatment of their symptoms, while only approximately 30% have been happy with their doctors.
Furthermore, a similar written exercise showed that over 50% of IBS patients have had a
“negative” experience with their health care provider, citing a lack of empathy from the doctor, an
absence of trust in the doctor, and a failure to treat the symptoms as the main reasons behind
their answers. Additionally, another study showed that gastroenterologists consider IBS patients
to be less serious, reasonable and disabling than those suffering from “organic” disease. IBS
patients were asked to write about their experience with health care providers, and these were
some of the responses: “My health care provider (HCP) thinks I am crazy” and “Nothing my HCP
does helps my IBS”. From this survey, only 17% said that “My HCP has been helpful and
reassuring”. The patients were asked to make a wish list, and these lists featured the following
responses: “Believe in my symptoms”, “listen, understand and take me seriously” and “do not tell
me to live with it”.On the other hand, another study that involved physicians’ perspectives
indicated that many health care providers feel frustrated with uncertain diagnoses and the
absence of a cure for IBS. Gastroenterologists appear to be more judgmental towards IBS
patients than are primary care practitioners and think that calls made by patients with functional
GI disorders are not as serious and concerning as patients with organic disease
symptoms.Overall, there tends to be an underestimation of the burden of IBS on many of its
patients, which requires attention and dedicated efforts towards the alleviation of symptoms and
the improvement of the quality of life of these patients.Chapter 3:The Beautiful and Complex
World of The Gut MicrobiomeThere are trillions of bacteria living in our gut. What is the
consequence when these bacteria are disturbed?We all grow up hearing, “Don’t touch that, it’s
dirty,” or “Go wash your hands, you’ll get sick,” and we fear bacteria like they are our worst



enemy. However, not all bacteria are created equal.We have bacteria that are harmful and others
that are beneficial. A large number of bacteria live in or on our body, and we coexist in harmony.
To put things in perspective, there are more microorganisms living on our hands than there are
people living on Earth.More than 95% of the microorganisms that live in our body actually live in
our gut. Collectively, these microorganisms are called our gut microbiota, and they have recently
received much scientific attention. Also called the guardians of the gut, the 100 trillion
microorganisms that live in our digestive tract are composed of bacteria, fungi, viruses, archaea
and eukaryotes. In fact, we have more bacterial cells than human cells in our body. Most of them
are found in the distal bowel and the colon and can weigh up to 2 kg. There are approximately
2000 different species of bacteria present in the gut, and each person’s microbiome composition
is unique, similar to a fingerprint. Approximately 93.5% of the species are from four dominant
phyla: Firmicutes, Bacteroidetes, Proteobacteria, and Actinobacteria.The microbiota genome
(all the sets of genes in these organisms) is called the gut microbiome, and while the human
genome has approximately 23,000 genes, the microbiome has more than three million genes
that produce a myriad of metabolic products in our bodies.The importance of the microbiome is
increasingly appreciated, with animal and human studies showing their link and role in both how
our mind works and our health and disease conditions, i.e., cancer, cardiometabolic diseases,
allergies and obesity.How Does Our Unique Microbiome “Fingerprint” Develop?The most critical
and major bacterial colonization of the gut occurs during the first two to three years of a person’s
life. Interestingly, before a baby is born, the gut is thought to be mostly sterile or contain very few
microbes.The first major interaction with bacteria occurs during vaginal birth, when the baby
comes into contact with vaginal bacteria while moving through the birth canal. During this
interaction, a large number of bacteria move into the baby’s gut. Following that, changes in the
microbiome are observed to correlate with changes in feeding, starting with breastfeeding and
then moving to simple and then more complex solid foods. Studies show the microbiome to
differ based on the type of birth (vaginal or C-section) and type of food given to a baby. Birth by
C-section, the use of antibiotics before or immediately after birth and formula feeding have been
shown to affect the microbiota in different ways, with some studies linking them to a higher risk
of metabolic and immune diseases.By the age of two to three years, the diversity of the
microbiota and their numbers become relatively stable but continue to change until we become
adults. After that, excluding major changes that would affect the gut microbiota, the composition
and numbers remain relatively stable and predictable. We each end up with our own “fingerprint”
with respect to the types and numbers of gut bacteria.These Little Guys Work Unbelievably Hard
in Our GutSome of the important functions of the gut microbiota are as follows:• Gut microbiota
protect from harmful pathogens by outcompeting them for food and space.• They work hard to
produce essential and nonessential amino acids and some vitamins (great examples are folate
and biotin, which regulate the production of colon epithelial cells).• They form short-chain fatty
acids, which are 2- to 6-carbon fatty acids produced by the bacterial fermentation of fiber that
have high anti-inflammatory properties.• They help in the metabolism of nondigestible



carbohydrates, such as resistant starches, cellulose, hemicellulose, pectin and gums, any
smaller carbohydrates that were not properly digested, and sugars and alcohols that have not
been absorbed. All of this activity produces energy and important metabolic products that are
absorbed in the body as well. Additionally, these processes produce energy and nutrients that
enable the bacteria to grow and maintain their diversity and healthy numbers.• They have a
role in cholesterol synthesis.• They affect hormone production and can regulate appetite.•
They influence digestive enzyme activity.• They communicate with the epithelial cells of the
intestine and can affect the thickness of the muscle wall of the intestines.• They are involved in
the production of the mood-affecting chemical serotonin. Although serotonin affects the brain,
evidence shows that 90% of our body’s serotonin actually occurs in the gut. The serotonin made
in the gut is principally produced by endocrine cells called enterochromaffin cells (EC cells) and
some types of immune cells and neurons. Research has shown that EC cells depend on the gut
microbiota to be able to make a large proportion of the serotonin.• Finally, gut microbiota
enhance the normal development and function of our gut immune system, both early on in our
development and later in life. The bugs are extremely important in assisting the immune system
in responding and releasing peptides, cytokines and white blood cells to fight off intruders. This
activity can have immense benefits for three reasons. First, it may protect the normal gut flora
(bacteria that normally reside in our gut). Second, it can initiate an attack on pathogenic
organisms that enter the body. Third, it can even trigger the death of the host cells, for example,
the death of cancerous colon cells.Microbiota Disturbances are Implicated in a Number of
DiseasesKeeping our microbiome undisturbed and stable is extremely important!Reduced gut
bacterial diversity has been repeatedly observed in people with inflammatory bowel disease
(IBD), type 1 and type 2 diabetes, celiac disease, psoriatic arthritis, atopic eczema, obesity, and
arterial stiffness compared to healthy controls.The microbiome has also been implicated in the
development of some cancers, Parkinson’s disease, and depression, and research in mice has
demonstrated a link between the gut microbiome and anxiety. The composition of the
microbiome has even been linked to one’s response to chemotherapy and immunotherapy.In the
case of IBD, it makes sense that alterations in the gut microbiome in either direction (major
reduction or significant increase of some species) could maintain or affect the inflammation
observed in the disease. Studies of both animal models and patients have shown that antibiotics
can decrease or prevent inflammation, indicating a role of the gut microbiota in IBD.An
increasing number of research findings lately support the involvement of the gut microbiota in
the development of IBS. This is very obvious from studies that show that the risk of IBS
increases sevenfold in patients who previously had infectious gastroenteritis. Furthermore, there
is evidence that the dysregulation of serotonin production in the gut is also linked to IBS.Finally,
gut bacteria may play a role in the inhibition of allergy development. Studies have shown that the
gut microbiota makeup of infants and children with allergies is different from that of infants and
children without allergies.What Affects Our Microbiome and What Can We Do to Help?The
health of our microbiome is extremely important, and we need to put our utmost efforts toward



repopulating it and keeping it healthy. Evidence indicates that our environmental exposures,
such as lifestyle, diet and drugs, affect our microbiome more than genetics do. The ultra-
processed foods we consume, which contain additives and emulsifiers, have a negative impact
on the bugs that live and work hard in our gut. Research in mice has shown that a diet consisting
of low concentrations of two popular emulsifiers, carboxymethylcellulose and polysorbate 80,
decreased the numbers of health-promoting Bacteroidales and Verrucomicrobia, while the
number of Proteobacteria, which promote inflammation, increased relative to that in control mice
that were not given emulsifiers.The use of antibiotics, while often life-saving, kills or affects the
growth of not only the bad bacteria but also the beneficial bacteria in our bodies. Antibiotic use
has continuously been on the rise, not only affecting our microbiome that we depend on but also
leading to serious antibiotic resistance.Adding to that is our obsession with using antiseptics and
hand sanitizers and with bleaching and sterilizing our homes, thinking that we need to rid our
homes of all microbes. Remember when we used to play with dirt when we were children?
Research has shown that stress influences the gut microbiota. Stress can affect the gut
epithelium and change peristalsis, gut secretions and mucin formation. As a result, the living
environment of the gut microbiota changes, with a subsequent effect on bacterial composition
and/or their growth and metabolism.Have you heard of the hot topic of Fecal Microbiota
Transplantation (FMT)?Fecal microbiota transplantation (FMT) is a relatively new trend with
promising potential. The process involves exactly what the name implies: taking stool from a
healthy individual, processing it and making it into a liquid to then transfer it to the colon of the
recipient patient in order to “directly change the recipient’s microbial composition and confer a
health benefit”. For the time being, FMT is only approved for the treatment of Clostridium difficile
(C. diff.) infection that has appeared at least three times even following antibiotic treatment.
There is currently no supporting scientific evidence for use of FMT for IBS treatment. However,
much research is currently being conducted on the usefulness of FMT in various areas of
disease, and even though we are a long way from clinical approval, there might be potential to
this procedure in relieving gut symptoms as well.Microbiota imbalances and celiac disease: the
story of the Finnish-Russian border, KareliaWe know that genetics and eating the protein gluten
found in wheat and other grains are responsible for the development of celiac disease. Nearly
everyone with the disease has at least one of two versions of gene variations that increase their
immune response to gluten. One-third of the general population carries HDL susceptibility
genes, but only 2-5% of people with these genes develop celiac disease. Some of the possible
reasons for the onset of the disease are the amount and quality of gluten, the type of infant
feeding (possibly a lower risk with breastfeeding) and the age at which gluten is introduced into
the diet.Genes and gluten are not the only factors affecting the development of celiac disease.
New evidence points to a dysbiosis or imbalance in the microbial communities as a factor
leading to celiac disease and other autoimmune disorders. As we previously mentioned, our
microorganisms colonizing our gut play an important role in immune system development and
function by providing a protective response against harmful microorganisms. Under normal



conditions, the microorganisms are in a balanced state, which supports the immune system.
When this balance is disturbed, there is a risk for various immune-mediated diseases. Our gut
microorganisms may have a protective role against or contribute to the development of celiac
disease by regulating the interaction of genetics and environmental factors.A study at the
Finnish-Russian border, Karelia, suggests a possible microbial role in the development of celiac
disease. This study was unique and very interesting because Karelia was historically a single
province, with the two study populations (Finnish and Russian) sharing partly the same ancestry
and eating similar grain products but living in very different socioeconomic circumstances.
These qualities make this setting ideal for the study of gene-environmental interactions in the
pathogenesis of celiac disease.This study, which involved 3654 children from Finland and 1988
children from Russia in Karelia, showed a celiac disease prevalence of 1 in 496 among Russian
children but 1 in 107 among Finnish children (using equal diagnostics). Celiac disease was not
the only difference between the two groups. Finland ranks first in the world for type 1 diabetes,
which was six times more frequently occurring than in Russian Karelian children. Allergies are
also one-fourth as common in Russian Karelians. Because both populations share the same
ancestry (and therefore similar genes), it can be suggested that differences in celiac disease
rates are associated with a protective environment in which the Russian Karelian children are
raised. Lower prosperity and hygiene standards in Russian Karelia create a microbial wealth in
the body that may have a protective effect from autoimmune and allergic diseases by
strengthening the immune system.Small Intestinal Bacterial Overgrowth (SIBO)As the name
suggests, small intestinal bacterial overgrowth (SIBO) exists when an excessive number of
bacteria is observed in the small intestine and where the environment should be almost
otherwise sterile. Normally, fewer than 103 organisms/mL are found in the upper small intestine
and are generally of specific types. When the numbers increase severely to more than 105-106
organisms/mL or when the type of microbe present changes, this can signal overgrowth and
SIBO.Food is digested in the mouth, stomach and small intestine, and soluble nutrients are
absorbed from the small intestine into the blood. There is no need for bacteria to be present in
the small intestine to aid digestion, as our body generally has all the enzymes it needs for
digestion. Whatever material is not absorbed will move to the colon, where water is reabsorbed
and the remnants form the feces that will be removed from the body. In the colon, bacteria exist
as a natural flora and play a significant role in our well-being, as we have previously
mentioned.In SIBO patients, the excess bacteria in the small intestine ferment malabsorbed
food and produced gas. This gas and accompanied distension, abnormal pain and/or effects on
bowel movement are all symptoms of SIBO. Unfortunately, to date, much remains unknown
about SIBO. An apparent increase in the prevalence of the condition is being observed and is
partly due to the availability of higher-quality tools to detect it. However, the condition is still
thought to be frequently undiagnosed.How exactly does SIBO develop?SIBO develops when
the normal homeostatic mechanisms that control enteric bacterial populations are disrupted.
The two processes that most commonly predispose to bacterial overgrowth are diminished



gastric acid secretion and small intestine dysmotility. Disturbances in gut immune function and
anatomical abnormalities of the GI tract also increase the likelihood of developing SIBO. Once
present, bacterial overgrowth may induce an inflammatory response in the intestinal mucosa,
further exacerbating the typical symptoms of SIBO.A decrease in the production of hydrochloric
acid from acid-suppressing drugs, antibiotic use, damage of the intestine by alcohol, and partial
bowel obstruction or motility disorders affect how quickly things move through the intestine
leading to stasis and bacterial overgrowth. Other conditions that appear to increase the risk of
SIBO include the following: diabetes; scleroderma; hypothyroidism; immune deficiency
syndrome; chronic renal disease; IBS; gastroparesis; colonic inertia; celiac disease that remains
untreated; Crohn’s disease; chronic pancreatitis; Ehlers-Danlos syndrome (EDS), which is a
genetic connective tissue disorder; surgery, such as gastric bypass, small bowl resection or
ileocecal valve removal; and diverticulosis in the small intestine leading to infoldings of the large
intestinal wall-forming pockets that could trap food and bacteria.Mark Pimentel, MD, states that
“probably 70-80% of patients who visit him with bacterial overgrowth have some sort of
neuropathy or motility disturbance of the intestinal tract due to food poisoning”. The disturbance
seems to slow down the movement in the intestines or cause stasis, which allows the bacteria to
start building up in large numbers.Some of the symptoms observed in SIBO are as follows:•
Bloating• Gas• Distension• Abdominal pain• Diarrhea• Irregularity in bowel
movement• Constipation• Indigestion and heartburn• Fatigue• Depression• Weight
loss• Certain nutrient deficiencies• RashesMany of these symptoms may appear soon after
eating, as the bacteria start fermenting the food right away in the small intestine.Symptoms
observed in SIBO patients are similar to those in IBS patients. In fact, most case-control studies
have shown that SIBO occurs more commonly in IBS sufferers than in control groups, thus
suggesting an association between SIBO and IBS. The most frequent and significant
association is between SIBO and IBS with diarrhea (IBS-D).It is worth noting that Parkinson’s
disease, restless leg syndrome, fibromyalgia and rosacea coincide with SIBO presentation.
Moreover, evidence shows that with SIBO management, these conditions also appear to
improve.How is SIBO diagnosed?There is substantial disagreement in the literature regarding
which test is the most appropriate in either the clinical or research setting. Two tests are
commonly employed: bacterial culture and breath tests.(a) Small intestine aspirates and
bacterial cultureAlthough quantitative culture of the upper gut aspirate has traditionally been
used as the gold standard for the diagnosis of SIBO, its limitations include difficulty,
invasiveness, cost, contamination by oropharyngeal flora, and the inability to culture as much as
70% of the bacteria colonizing the gut. Moreover, the distribution of bacterial overgrowth may be
patchy, and upper gut aspirate may not be able to detect bacterial overgrowth in the distal gut.
Therefore, it does not offer a very valuable tool.(b) Using breath tests for hydrogen and
methaneThere is a lactulose breath test and a glucose breath test, in which the patient swallows
a sugar solution and then breathes into foil bags every 15 minutes for two hours to collect the
gas. Generally, 80% of gases such as hydrogen and methane are eliminated with the flatus, but



approximately 20% are exhaled when breathing out. Methane measurements tend to be more
accurate in the case of SIBO. However, both methods are plagued by false-positive or false-
negative results due to the lack of specificity or sensitivity. Furthermore, each testing center has
different criteria for SIBO diagnosis, making detection and validity more confusing.Recent
findings show a link between hydrogen sulfide gas and diarrhea. It has been suggested by Mark
Pimentel’s group that new breath tests will include hydrogen sulfide detection for SIBO and IBS-
D.How is SIBO treated?For the time being, the most commonly used and most successful
treatment for SIBO is antibiotics. In particular, the best antibiotic for SIBO is rifaximin, which is
non-absorbable and works well in the gut without having major overall effects on the body.
Antibiotics aim to kill or stop the growth of bacteria that are present in large numbers in SIBO
patients and to help improve the inflammation that exists in the intestine. However, various
courses of antibiotics often make people feel worse, so more exploration and experimentation
are still needed in this field.Often, the low FODMAP diet, low-fermentable diet, low- or no-starch
diet, or the specific carbohydrate (SAPS) diet or Paleo diet is prescribed in conjunction with
antibiotics to patients receiving treatment for SIBO. Such diets reduce carbohydrate intake.
Because the bacteria act on malabsorbed, fermentable carbohydrates that enter the intestine,
reducing carbohydrate intake would reduce SIBO symptoms and eventually halt or reduce
bacterial overgrowth because bacteria would not have food on which to feed. However, the body
of literature that exists is small, and there is no concrete evidence that these diets work for SIBO
patients. More controlled studies are required to show the efficacy of such diets in treating SIBO.
For the time being, the answer is that we do not know which one is best for SIBO.The
information provided in this book is not intended as a substitute for the advice and care of your
healthcare provider. You should always consult your physician or health care provider if you
notice any red flags or if you will be making changes to your diet, medication or current
treatment. It is recommended that the low FODMAP diet is followed under the guidance and
supervision of a registered dietitian. Nutritional needs and tolerances vary for each
individual.Section 2Chapter 4:The low FODMAP dietWhat are FODMAPs?How many times
have you been at a restaurant and ordered French onion soup to only then feel completely
miserable hours later?Do you dream about a few cold slices of watermelon by the seaside on a
hot summer day but know that it will make you run straight to the bathroom afterwards?
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Panayiotis Stephanou, “Life changing book.. This Book Provides Excellent Resources on Fiber
when Managing Bloating.I suffer from IBS-C, and I have struggled a lot to follow the low-fodmap
diet while getting the necessary amount of fiber. Arguably, this book provides the best advice, in
the form of resources and recipes, to achieve the above. Emphasis should be placed on the
tables assessing fiber intake and the low fodmap foods high in soluble fiber, which were
particularly informative. Ergo, this book is extraordinary because it offers a thorough nutritional
analysis of all the recipes, provides a vast amount of helpful information on nutrients, and gives
practical advice on how to increase fiber intake while controlling bloating. Since buying this
book, there has not been any day that I have not used it!”

Katerina Kekkou, “Amazing book especially. A Must-read evidence-based book on bloating.This
book is an excellent resource for bloating sufferers; it gives you an in-depth review of all bloating
causes and laboratory tests to help you identify your source of suffering. The amount of
information available can be overwhelming, and that is why I found this book remarkable, as it is
all evidence-based and backed by science. The book provides food lists, a step-by-step
reintroduction plan, a menu plan, and recipes that come with nutritional information. I am lactose
intolerant, and I was very concerned about my calcium intake on a low fodmap diet. Still, I have
increased my calcium intake since reading the book and following the recommendations. I was
also able to reintroduce many foods back into my diet and add a large variety of foods while
managing my symptoms. After reading this book, I feel that my diet is more variable and healthy.
I also like the Mediterranean-influenced recipes of the book that are easy to follow and very
tasty.”

Demetra, “Highly recommended - scientifically based and well researched book. For the past
decade I’ve struggled to keep my diet on track – now thanks to this comprehensive book I’m
finally equipped with evidence-based knowledge to reach optimal health. This book is a game
changer for my 2022 New Year’s resolution goals. This book has 3 sections – one which explains
the potential causes of abdominal bloating; another which demonstrates the role of fiber and
outlines a low FODMAP to minimize abdominal symptoms; and lastly an easy to follow meal plan
which features a low FODMAP diet in 2 phases (pre and post GI distress) with tons of gluten free
recipes to promote clean eating. The recipes have a Mediterranean vibe which are super easy
to follow as they don’t require any special kitchen equipment although a food processor may be
useful. Say HELLO to whole grains, natural sugars and GOODBYE to over processed foods,
preservatives and additives. I highly recommend this book and look forward to trying more of
the recipes.”

Elena, “The title says it all!. I had bloating problems for years but after following the steps and
cooking these tasty recipes my gut is healed!”



Az, “Excellent book!. This book helped me understand the science and theory behind nutrition
and practically apply it to my everyday life! It also contains incredible recipes!”

Eleni, “Best book on nutrition. This book revolutionised the way I approach nutrition and has
been life-changing! Fully recommend!It contains soothing, unprocessed and high-fiber foods
which are gluten & dairy free, with countless low FODMAP recipes, from snacks, meals and
desserts.Uniquely, this book was instrumental in helping me create a tailored and personalised
diet, as well as understand the science behind it!”

The book by Mary Miller has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 10 people have provided feedback.
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